
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Comment on the Core Conductor Model

Dear Sir:

In their recent paper (1), Clark and Plonsey treat the two-dimensional problem of a
cylindrical axon in a volume conductor of conductivity o. The interior of the axon is con-
sidered to be a passive conductor of conductivity ai, and expressions are developed for the
longitudinal currents inside and outside the axon in terms of the poteatials on the inner and
outer surfaces of the membrane, respectively. Available data, on the other hand, involve
not these two potentials, 4, and X,, separately, but rather the transmembrane potential

km(z) = (Z) - (Z) -

To relate their results to available data, Clark and Plonsey construct reasonable "synthetic"
potentials, 4, and c/ chosen so that q5m is also reasonable. This note is to point out that by
using an additional constraint, expressions can be developed involving qkm(z) directly. The
notation of the original paper will be retained.

Let i° and i. be the transmembrane currents per unit length at the outer and inner surfaces
of the membrane, respectively. Then from equations (24) and (30) of Clark and Plonsey

= aa k F°(k) K1(l a) eikI dk = 0!

j Ii K(IkI a) ke

im = oia kI F1(k) I('kj ) eiks dz =
Go l~o(Ikl a) &z

From equations (1) and (2) of Clark and Plonsey,

i i im.

Therefore

=,ka il(IkI _a)arF°(k) K1( k a) i Fs(k)Ko(IkI a) ' o(Ik I a)
By definition

'I'm(Z) = 2 f [F'(k) - F0(k)]ekiks dk = 2 f F0(k)a(lkI a)e ikx dk,

where (my definition)

a(IkI a) = aKl(||KK)Ik(kaoa)k- 1.a(lkla) oaKo(jkj a)Ii(jkI a)
Then

f=
c,,(k) _ 0.,(Z)elk,, dk = Je(k)a(jk I a)
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and within an arbitrary constant,

0 ( z) = 1 (k) K( ie~3dks
27r J-0 a(lkIa) Ko(jkI a)

A similar expression can be obtained for 4i(p, z). The longitudinal currents and the trans-
membrane current can then be given in terms of the transmembrane voltage. The last result is

im(z) = aa | klI4m(k)Kj(jkj a) eks. dkJ~a(lkj a)Ko(IkI a)

Note that by comparison the cable equations give the result that im is proportional to O24Xm/OZ2.
It would be interesting to compare the two results.
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